200% bankroll
increase, playing
90mins per week
VRSEDGE
roulette systems

“

Well, yes I have created new account in Casino
Club for my VRSEDGE systems videos.
Deposited 333 €.
Played in average 90mins per week
and just in 1,5 month reached more than 200%
bankroll increase, just playing my VRSEDGE
systems and using VRSEDGE App.

hello!
I am Petr

Online roulette systems’ entrepreneur
In this free eBook I want to have a small celebration with you.
First, important milestone achieved.
200% bankroll increase.

How was the beginning
I recorded LIVE roulette session playing
system from my webinar “5 Steps How
to build robust roulette systems,
forever!” and betting on 7,17,27 with
bankroll
333€
Later, i used always the same account
in Casino Club for my new YouTube
recordings and LIVE play . . .
I spent in average just 90mins per
WEEK to play, using VRSEDGE systems
and VRSEDGE App
And just after 6 weeks, my bankroll
increased more than 200% to amount
1006€

Just after 6 weeks of 90mins per week play live
online roulette with VRSEDGE systems & App
I would like to celebrate such a nice and motivating achievement with you.
During this time period, i have used:
✘ 4 different primary numbers patterns
✘ 2 correlated secondary patterns
✘ approx. 25 times “One degree of freedom” rule
✘ 8 times i had to deal with “Variance from average” and used proper coefficients
✘ I didn’t have to use StopLoss rule
✘ I used 18 times Profit Target rule
✘ My initial Base bet was 0,20€ and 0,40 €

Thank you for support & watching
and
let’s go for the next Milestone, TOGETHER!
2500€ 

Ultimate
online roulette
systems analytical
App
is ready!

YOU can do it as well! Right now!
Please visit my web: www.VRSEDGE.com and start using
VRSEDGE App today. Be welcome, Petr.

“I use my VRSEDGE
App everyday for
roulette systems
analysis and LIVE
play to successfully
compete with online
roulette”

VRSEDGE App

features & functions

The
The webinar
webinar

Money management
part

Custom numbers
part

Analytical part

Special part

✘VRSEDGE App is the 2nd
generation of my VRS
applications
✘Only meaningful roulette
systems features and
functions developed
✘Built base on my 15+
experince playing online
roulette with systems
✘Contains Money
Management, Analytical,
Custom numbers and
Special parts

Random spins – App can
generate thousands of
random spins, just like
online casino rng (you
The webinar
can enter number of
Session money
random spins)
management
Spins in level =
how many spins
to play in one
level of prog.
Levels = how
many levels of
prog.
Min. BBet =
minimum base bet
ProgAggress =
progression
aggressivity (how
fast you want to
RRR = Risk Reward
increase the
Ratio (How many times
base bet)
your progression
succeeded)

features & functions
(Money management)
✘I have created complete
instruction videos how to use and
work with VRSEDGE App
✘If you want to understand all
possible functions and features,
please watch my videos on
YouTube channel (VRSEDGE)
✘Here i’d like to highlight the
major and best functionalities of
VRSEDGE App

features & functions
(analytical part)

VRS Ratio & Nonhit
VR = VRS
Ratio,
The webinar
special ratio
calculated base on
my experience, the
higher the ratio,
the better chance
that number will
come
NH = non-hit count
for particular
number
Avg VR, Avg NH,
Avg Str = average
values from all 37
numbers for VRS
Ratio, non-hit and
streets

NOTE:
If VR Ratio is green for particular
number = ratio is higher then Avg VR

If Street numbers have a colour =
Street non-hit is higher then AvgStr
non-hit

Special numbers’ patterns
NH = non-hit count
Exp = expected number of hits
SD1 = 1st standard deviation
SD2 = 2nd standard deviation
SD3 = 3rd standard deviation
MaxNH = maximum non-hit count

features & functions
(Custom numbers part)

Custom numbers
You can
define
up to 6
The
webinar
numbers as new custom
numbers’ pattern
For this custom
pattern is calculated:
NH = non-hit count
AvgNH = average nonhit from all custom
numbers
AvgVR = average VRS
Ratio from all custom
numbers
SD1 = 1st standard
deviation
SD2 = 2nd standard
deviation
SD3 = 3rd standard
deviation

example for new system
idea: if value of NH column
is higher then 40 start
betting 3 levels, 6 spins.
Run 10000 random spins
and evaluate the
profit/loss, RRR ...

Dynamic betting conditions
You can pick one of 6 calculated
values for custom pattern, enter
own limit and start betting on
custom numbers’ pattern if condition
is met.
The betting will start
automatically once the condition is
fulfilled.
This approach gives you maximum
flexibility for new roulette system
development 

Roulette
numbers
The webinar
& columns
Last 15 numbers
are shown, either
automatically
generated by RNG
of VRSEDGE App
or manually
entered.
App shows number
and colour of
particular column.
You can easily
observe if e.g. one
column didn’t hit
last 10 spins and
consider betting.

features & functions
(Other)

All 37 numbers + Streets
You can select which numbers you
want to play. App will start betting
immediately on these numbers or
wait for the first one number hit
and start betting.
StreetNH = calculates non-hit
count for every street
MaxStreetNH = maximum non-hit
count for every street

One degree of Freedom
It helps
to
Theyou
webinar
understand when you
might consider to
change the roulette
table or simply change
numbers sequence.
High danger = change
table
Low danger = advice to
be careful
- = no repeat rule
danger
Twist danger = advice
to be careful and
maybe change the
table

features & functions
(Special part)
Variance from average rule
(correlated secondary numbers’ patterns)
Automatic calculation of secondary
patterns for 3 numbers. App suggests 3
patterns consisting of 3 numbers. In general
if your primary pattern doesn’t work,
secondary does.
App evaluates last 100 spins and use unique
algorhitms. Blue colour highlights
currently the best secondary pattern.
DiffCoeff = customizable difference when to
consider secondary patterns to be
correlated to primary one
Calc Corr Nbrs = ad-hoc button for
secondary patterns calculation

Let’s get motivated and inspired from the info
which i provided to you in this free eBook
We can’t cover everything in
this eBook

If you would like to know more about
the serious roulette systems’
development, my own experience
and what systems I play, please be
welcome to my web page:
www.VRSEDGE.com

Shifting your disposable
income from liabilities to
assets…

Spend it on something that will
bring you long term fulfillment,
which means robust roulette
systems development

If you leave now, you’’ll slip back
to your old habits
If you want change, you need
repeated exposure – the full and
complete roulette systems’
approach

Each month money comes
back, time does not

Therefore spent your time
meaningful way, if you wanna play
online roulette seriously, learn how
to build robust systems, forever

1st – settle with what you have
now and keep getting what
you’re getting now
2nd – make a small time
investment, give it a shot – if it
works, awesome. If not, then you’ve
already learnt a lot for further
success

You’re either good at making
money, or making excuses, but
you can’t do both

Focus on what is important for you if
you open new roulette table. Is it
emotions, joy, fun, profit, money,
leasure time?

i created webinars
“5 STEPS How to build robust and
reliable roulette system, forever!” and
“10 SECRETS How to compete with online
roulette using a system”
+
own analytical sw VRS & VRSEDGE App
+
robust and unique roulette system
VRSEDGE

thanks and be welcome!
My web page: www.VRSEDGE.com
Direct contact: shareschoice@gmail.com
YouTube channel: VRSEDGE
Blog: vrsedge.wordpress.com

Udemy webinars: 10 Secrets how to compete with online roulette using
a system
5 Steps how to build robust and reliable roulette system, forever!

